
7.2 Best practices 2018-2019 

 

1) Title of the Practice:  Plantation and restoration of greeneries  

Goal: The importance of tree plantation cannot be overstated. Trees shelter us from the 

searing heat, keep the air fresh, and exhilarate our pent-up lives. The trees planted today will 

grow up to provide valuable resources, beneficial ecosystem and a lasting legacy for the 

posterity. Besides, it also promotes a feeling of camaraderie and oneness as the different 

stakeholders of the institution, namely, the students, faculty members and the office staff 

assemble on the college ground for this noble cause.  

 

Context: The progress of human civilization often at the cost of large-scale deforestation has 

disturbed the ecological balance. Global warming has reached alarming heights. Desperately 

seeking the requisites for healthy living in inclement weather conditions, mankind is trying to 

create a clean, green environment. Located in the forest area of Dooars, we only have to tap 

the resources to plant more trees on our sprawling college campus. We plant only those 

saplings that are suitable for our soil. We have access to saplings of such species locally, 

especially from the Social Forestry Department of the Government of West Bengal. These are 

collected from the nursery and planted on our college campus on different occasions. 

We had planted some medicinal herbs two years back. The herbal garden thus created was 

not only adding to the greeneries but had immense nutritional value. However, heavy rainfall 

had adversely affected some of these plants. Their restoration was a pressing need. Besides, 

we were also thinking of creating another garden on our sprawling campus that will 

beautifully live long and add to the valued property of our college. 

Practice: In order to restore the herbal garden, the gardener along with some local labours 

cleaned the waterlogged areas first. The dead, fallen plants were removed next. The grossly 

depleted garden was supplanted to some extent with fresh herbs procured through local 

sources. The Mahogany trees, no less than two hundred in number, were purchased from the 

nursery of the Social Forestry Department, Government of West Bengal. A beautiful garden 

has thus been initiated on our campus whose value will only grow with time.  

Evidence of Success: The herbal garden has been restored to a considerable extent with the 

removal of excess water and decayed plants. The new plantations have flourished well and 

growing steadily as of now. The Mahogany garden is a must watch area on our college 

campus. The success of this practice is clearly visible to all.  

Problems Encountered and Resources Required: The grossly depleted herbal garden has been 

restored to some extent but a complete recovery of its original picture is yet to be achieved. 

These medicinal herbs are not easy to obtain. Efforts are on to tap the local sources and get 

more such herbs for our college garden. The herbal garden so dearly achieved needs constant 

nurturing. We have to be more protective and enhance the security of the garden from 

inclement weather. The Mahogany garden started with two hundred plants has flourished 

well. It is growing tall and strong and is all set for a promising future. We are thinking of 

augmenting this garden with more plantations in the next year. 



 

2) Title of the practice: Launching of PMS Mahavidyalaya App. 

Goal: The basic objective behind the launching of the college app is to provide a common 

platform where all information and updates about the college will be available. 

Context: There was a persistent demand from the students for an easier access to all the 

important notices of the college despite the existence of the college notice board and the 

website. We realized the need for a college app that will bring all details together.  

Practice: PMS Mahavidyalaya App was launched on June 6, 2019. The Galaxy It Station 

created the App. The App containing subsections: Website, NBU Course, College staff, 

Syllabus, Notice, question and the like is a comprehensive assemblage of information related 

to the college. It is monitored and regularly updated by the college authority.   

Evidence of success: The launching of the college app has fulfilled a requirement which was 

pending for long. The students have been intimated about the app and henceforth will be 

instructed at the time of their admission to install PMS Mahavidyalaya App on their smart 

phone. The number of downloads of the App is a measure of its success. 

Problems encountered and resources required: The App has made communication easier but 

has also brought in associated problems. The arrival of new and advanced technology should 

not ideally demean the importance of the traditional, offline medium of information. 

Moreover, there are still a considerable number of students who do not have personal smart 

phones or suffer from network issues. Hence proper coordination between the college notice 

board, the website and the app is required. The arrival of the App has fulfilled a demand of 

the students but has added to our task of updating college related information on different 

platforms. . 


